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ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
 

December marks our one-year anniversary of The Tanya Weddemire Gallery. Each day we 
have been a vital source and representation of Visual Arts as we work to deepen the value and 

importance of art in our community. 2023 has been a year of translating our raw ideas into 
wondrous actions that have captivated and inspired audiences of all demographics. 

 
TWG launched its first solo activation at the top of the year; “THE VAULT” featuring the 

exemplary works of Verna Fogg. The undeniable recognition for creators and the art behind 
curation by our community fueled the fire for an amazing year! 

 
This year has brought the TWG some incredibly talented artists. Their body of works range from 

inspiring, breathtaking, enthralling; evoking emotions…just overall phenomenal. To whom we 
are ecstatic and grateful to have led and shared space across multiple platforms. 

 
GROUP ACTIVATIONS 

CULTURAL CARETAKERS | artists: Gregory Saint Amand, Moses Salihou, Verna 
Fogg, Philippe Anthony Quinal, N. Carlos J., Carl Chisolm 

THE DISRUPTORS | artists: Ola Balogun, Craig Anthony Miller,  
Demarcus McGaughey, Naderson Saint Pierre 

DEAR SUMMER | artists: Gregory Saint Amand, Carl Chisolm, N. Carlos J.,  
Philippe Anthony Quinal, Craig Anthony Miller, Moses Salihou 

BLACK ON BLACK ON BLACK | artists: Serron Green, Giselle Williams Thomas, 
Sharidyn Barnes 

LADIES FIRST | artists: Danielle Scott, Anne Bascove, Candice Tavares,  
Michela Roman, Katie Kuzin, Tania Whalen 

 
SOLO ACTIVATION 

A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN | artist: N. Carlos J. 
 

SOLO ART FAIR EXHIBITION 
ART ON PAPER, TWG made its first official fair debut in New York City with a solo 

exhibition by Guy Stanley Philoche; a world-renowned Haitian-born artist, 
“GIVE US OUR FLOWERS”, receiving an abundance of accolades. 

 
ART FAIR COLLABORATIONS 

HAMPTONS FINE ART FAIR with D. Colabella Fine Arts - Hamptons, NY 
 artists: Guy Stanley Philoche, Charles Gulbrandsen 

SCOPE ART SHOW with D. Colabella Fine Arts - Miami Beach, FL  
artists: Guy Stanley Philoche, Gregory Saint Amand, Charles Gulbrandsen 
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We have been given the gift of support and for that, we would like to express our gratitude. 
 

Thank you to all the artists for your participation; we truly appreciate you for putting your art on 
display and trusting us to share your narrative with the world. 

 
A special thanks to all our art collectors who have purchased from us this year, which has 

afforded us to build on a long-lasting client relationship. Thank you for your business! 
 

INDUSTRY CITY, thank you for providing this immaculate gallery space. Great appreciation to 
our supporting vendors; The DaSign Guy and UP Transport. Thank you for keeping us 

organized and presentation ready. 
 

We are beyond grateful for the moderators who have added a unique contribution to each 
activation; Alishia Goodridge, Chip Fu, Dianne Gibbs, Tatianna Mack, Jomani Danielle, Ayodele 
Watford, Stacey Ciceron and Daijia Canton. We appreciate each of you for facilitating stimulated 

discussions amongst the TWG attendees. 
 

A sincere thank you to Dianne Gibbs for your instrumental partnership from the inception of The 
Tanya Weddemire Gallery and throughout. Your dedication has laid a strong foundation, and we 

deeply appreciate your leadership. 
 

TWG Team, your contributions are unmeasurable: Tatianna Mack and Daijia Canton, thank you 
for your presence and upholding our partnership through your continuous commitment. 

 
Thank you to all our sponsors and donors who have allowed us to cultivate a dynamic gallery 

culture from artist talks, educational engagements, photoshoots, live paintings, sculpture 
sessions, opening and closing receptions. 

 
Shout out to the ECO SYSTEM for continuously being in attendance and creating an 

environment of engagement. YOUR PRESENCE IS A PRESENT. On behalf of TWG and the 
artists WE LOVE YOU! Continue to PULL UP! 

 
With your support in just one year, we have accomplished so much, and this is only the 

beginning of this wonderful journey. The Tanya Weddemire Gallery looks forward to 2024 as 
there are areas of opportunities to create and avenues to explore. 

 
Our community, support systems, and partnerships have become an integral part of our team, 

and we look forward to growing alongside you in the many years to come. 
 

With Gratitude, Love, Peace, and Protection 
Tanya Weddemire 

Founder and Curator 
 


